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MAKING THE MOST OF YOUR MEMBERSHIP

Why HomesIn?
HomesIn is a HYPER-LOCAL online
network designed to bring together new
home buyers, sellers, realtors and
companies offering the goods and
services homebuyers and sellers need
now. "Think Like a Local When Buying or
Selling"
HomesIn provides marketing for real
estate professionals to use and leverage
in the neighborhoods they serve,
promoting listings, announcing local
businesses and events, and most
importantly gaining community trust.
HomesIn is a low cost, high return
marketing platform that provides top
quality marketing for professionals to
benefit from.

The HomesIn team has found that by
continually delivering the highest
quality marketing to your target market,
they will continue to refer their friends
and colleagues.
HomesIn Marketing builds trust through
consistency with messaging and tone of
voice.
We are experts in attracting customers
directly to your business and services.
This builds credibility for you.
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REAL ESTATE RELATED GOOGLE SEARCHES:
Keyword

Global Monthly Searches

Homes in

101,000,000

residential

9,140,000

real estate in

5,500,000

Zillow

4,090,000

Trulia

1,830,000
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YOUR GUIDE TO MORE CLIENTS

Membership Benefits
Exposure to potential home
buyers
Partner with FSBO's who let you
use their property to attract
buyers
Opportunity for multiple loan
closings from each property
Generate thousands of dollars in
commission each month through
a small handful of properties
Profit from overpriced properties
Efficient and simple system to
follow that surpasses competition
Reap the benefits of a listing with
potential risks, liabilities, and
hassles
No license or experience required.
You can start as early as today!
Referral Opportunities AND you
can offer free marketing
assistance to your network
You are the sole expert featured
and marketed on a local platform
that you do the most business
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National FSBO Statistics
4% of FSBO's will sell their home on their first try
8% of FSBOs will give up and stay in their home
83% of FSBO sellers will list their home with a real
estate agent within 150 days of attempting to sell
their home themselves
5% of FSBO sellers say finding enough time to
devote to selling was the toughest task for them
Many FSBO sellers offer buyer incentives that end
up costing them more than what agent-assisted
sellers offer.
Many FSBO sellers aren’t just missing out on the value and experience
that a real estate agent brings to the table — they’re also often
unaware that they can work with a full-service, experienced listing
agent without paying the full 6% commission!
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HomesIn FSBO Service
At HomesIn, we help loan officers increase production by funneling For Sale By
Owner leads to call them through our direct response marketing efforts. We offer
hot prospects for homes for sale, time and time again.
Our digital campaigns, updated daily with For Sale By Owner properties, promotes
the benefits of working with skilled professionals like yourself that can handle
their FSBO needs.
Don’t have time to spread the word about your services? We do. HomesIn’s
revolutionary platform allows you to refer Sellers that are ready to list, to any of
your favorite real estate agents, in their market.
HomesIn is the marketing solution for mortgage professionals to increase referrals.

Cut out the Competition
There are agents who work very hard at driving subd-ivisions and neighborhoods
looking for FSBOs. With our approach, the only phone numbers displayed in the
yard are our toll free numbers. The FSBO owner’s number is not displayed. The
‘patrolling agent’ now has to work much harder to even get the seller’s phone
number.
Plus, you are already in-place, providing a free or very low cost service. It’s much
more difficult for an outsider to get to the seller and convince them that they
should list with them... as opposed to listing with you as an agent, or as a
mortgage professional with your preferred agent partner.
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OPEN HOUSE CHECKLIST
2-3 DAYS BEFORE
Maximize the appearance of space. Remove excess furniture
Declutter closets and remove some contents to create a spacious look
Declutter all rooms, minimize objects on surfaces and open shelving
Thoroughly clean bathroom, mirrors. Tidy cabinets and drawers and remove visible personal items
Clean shower curtain or replace
Clean kitchen, stove, fridge, freezer. Clean and tidy pantry and drawers. People will open these
Remove small appliances from countertop. Polish sinks and faucets
Clean windows, sills, blinds
Vacuum carpets and mop and polish hard floors
Ensure all lights are working - stock up on warm tone lightbulbs
Tidy outside furniture, BBQ area, pool and spa areas
Ensure lawns are mowed, edges trimmed, leaves cleared etc.
Sweep, clean frontage, steps, and porch. Clean front door and door mat. Ensure doorbell is working

ON THE DAY: 2-3 HOURS OUT
Make all beds. Use clean fresh neutral linens
Ensure all clothes are put away, and children's toys tidied away
Final wipe down of bathroom surfaces
Clean toilet and ensure the lid is down
Replace used towels with fresh co-ordinates, nice soaps, scented candle, potpourri etc.
Take out garbage, empty dishwasher, sink and clear countertops
Remove any clothes in the laundry. Hide away cleaners and appliances
Use clothesbasket for last minute clean up around the whole house
Remove pet bowls, baskets and toys

30 MINUTES OUT
Make sure your home smells fresh with flowers or scented oils
Open up all the curtains and blinds, and turn on all lights and lamps
Double check every room, taking a basket to collect overlooked items
Consider putting out treats: a plate of cookies, fruit, bottled water with a 'Please Help Yourself' note
Secure pets, unless they have been temporarily removed from the property
Be ready to leave the property well before the viewing time
Good job. Now let your home shine!

